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NEWSLETTER

Heart and Soul: Japanese Folk at St Peter’s

Akari Mochizuki and Hibiki Ichikawa

Tsugaru Shamisen Performance/ Workshop by
Hibiki Ichikawa and Akari Mochizuki
St Peter’s Chaplaincy, Oxford Road, Manchester.
This performance/ workshop, co-hosted by JSNW
and JETAA (JET Alumni Association) North West,
took place at the beautiful and airy St. Peter’s
Chaplaincy on Oxford Road in Manchester. The day
of the event was warm and dry; it was also an
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Open Day at Manchester University, so the area
round the Chaplaincy (located between
Manchester University and Manchester
Metropolitan University) was very busy.
The event itself attracted a very good turnout,
which was pleasing since the performers had both
travelled up from London especially for the
performance.
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Heart and Soul: Japanese Folk at St Peter’s
Akari Mochizuki is the only Enka (Japanese blues)
singer in the UK and has performed at Hyper Japan
and the legendary WOMAD festivals, among others;
Hibiki Ichikawa is the only professional shamisen
player in Europe and has played shamisen on the
soundtrack of the film “Kubo and the Two Strings”,
among his other achievements. Their performance
at St. Peter’s Chaplaincy saw the duo combine to
present a number of lovely Japanese folk songs as
well as some newer solo shamisen pieces from
Hibiki.

The first song they played was a song traditionally
sung by Japanese fishermen; Akari encouraged the
audience to participate in the chorus, though we
were a bit slow since it was only the start. We were
better for the last song about rice-counting, which
the whole audience enjoyed clapping along to.

Hibiki during a lighter moment

Akari laughing with the audience
Akari explained that in past times in Japan musicians
(including shamisen players) had often been
itinerant performers, travelling from place to place
and playing for little money. The tsugaru shamisen
itself had become popular in Northern Japan
because that area (so the reasoning goes) is very
stormy and the percussive, heavy sound produced
by the shamisen means it can be heard in stormy
weather!!
There are three techniques used in shamisen
playing; these were outlined by Akari and
demonstrated by Hibiki. Akari’s final comment
before the performance was that many folk songs
are written in local dialects so she can’t understand
about 70% of the lyrics!!

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Hibiki played a few solo songs; one, inspired by rock
music, was called “Chemical Element”; another of
his pieces was called “London Bridge”. His skill was
exceptional and each song enthusiastically
applauded. “Chemical Element” can be found on
the latest of his two CDs, “Shami-sensational”.

Akari drumming
Following the performance there was a workshop at
which audience members had a chance to play the
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shamisen, assisted by Hibiki. Some people were
better than others; one of the better ones being a
guitarist who was, however, told you don’t
traditionally play chords on a shamisen.
The final part of the event was a question and
answer session, with some interesting points being
raised by the audience. One person noted the
shamisen originated in China; Akari concurred,
adding it had entered Japan via Okinawa. Akari
herself is from northern Japan; she explained Akita,
one of the region’s prefectures, is famous for rice,
sake and folk music.
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Botanical Sushi Demonstration
Royal Horticultural Society Flower Show,
Tatton Park
This article was kindly submitted by Taka
Takemoto, Head Chef of Sushi Craft
Earlier this year, the Royal Horticultural Society
contacted Japan Society North West, looking for
someone to give a botanical-themed sushi
demonstration at the RHS Tatton Flower Show.
Nigel Cordon then approached me and I
accepted, as I thought it would be an interesting
challenge. To meet the brief of a botanical theme,
I initially intended to demonstrate vegetarian
sushi. However, I later settled on vegan sushi,
keeping everything entirely plant-based. This
decision was also influenced by the growing
popularity of veganism in the food industry in the
UK and around the world.

Akari, Hibiki and the audience
At the end of the event the two musicians received
a heartfelt round of applause for what had been a
highly entertaining afternoon. Some of the audience
stayed behind afterwards to talk to them, and even
to jam with shamisen and guitar.
If you would like to find out more about their music,
Hibiki has a website which has details of his career
and CDs for sale- https://www.hibikishamisen.com/
More details about Akari can be found on her
Facebook page.

Vegan Sushi Platter
The vegan sushi platter included:


Article and Photos by Tim Evans
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Avocado temari sushi with sundry
tomato;
Torched shiitake mushroom temari
sushi with grated ponzu mooli;
Gunkan maki with roasted vegetables;
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Gunkan maki with sweetcorn and
courgette (in place of nori);
Gunkan maki with koji marinated tofu,
edamame beans and aubergine (in
place of nori);
Cucumber and umeboshi pickle with
shiso leaf hosomaki;
Cucumber and sautéed burdock and
carrot uramaki;
Mixed vegetable tempura roll wrapped
with mooli (katsura muki);
Rainbow roll: Cucumber, avocado and
mango uramaki wrapped with red,
yellow, orange and green pepper.
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However, fresh koji is now available in the UK,
made by a Japanese woman who noticed its
absence overseas (see www.kojikitchen.co.uk).

Taka Demonstrates Sushi-making
To conclude the demonstration, I showed the
audience how to prepare Rainbow Roll. By thinly
cutting peppers of different colours and laying
them on top of an avocado and mango uramaki, I
created a colourful and eye-catching dish.

Fascinated audience watch Taka
During the demonstration, I explained the origin
of sushi to debunk the false preconception that
sushi is simply raw fish. Sushi originated when
Japanese people combined preserved fish and
rice, marinated with sugar, salt and rice vinegar.
I featured the Japanese herb, Shiso (Oba), in the
cucumber and umeboshi pickle hosomaki. This
introduced the audience to the herb which plays
an essential role in Japanese cuisine. I also
introduced Koji (fermented rice), which I used to
marinate the tofu topping one of the gunkan
maki. Koji is a Japanese ingredient which is not
well-known outside of Japan.

Rainbow Roll
Afterwards, the audience were able to enjoy
sampling the vegan sushi that I had showed them
how to make. No one was disappointed that there
was no fish on the platter.
Article by Takayasu Takemoto

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Japanese Book Binding: Article and Workshop
JSNW Committee member Sandra McFarlane
kindly submitted this article to accompany her
book-binding workshop of 29th September.
Japan inherited from China all the essential
elements on book production; paper and
silk, woodblock printing and even a developed book
style. The earliest form consisted of silk or paper
wound into the shape of a handscroll. It was
known as the kansubon or rolled book. The
handscroll was the dominant book form for nearly a
thousand years after its introduction in the fifth
century.
Scroll books had the disadvantage of being
inconvenient to store and awkward to
unroll. Additional books, also based on Chinese
models, were adapted during the Heian period
(794-1185).


The first was the accordion book,
constructed by folding the text of the scroll
back and forward and adding a cover front
and back.



When a single cover covered the front and
back, it was known as the sempuyo or
flutter book as the pages that were not
attached to spine were able to flutter in the
breeze.



The butterfly book rather than using the
concertina pages, it took papers folded in
half, and pasted together along the
spine. This was a book-shaped book, a style
that did not die out until the seventeenth
century.

Avoiding the need to use paste, the multi- section
book was introduced. A number of sheets were
stacked and folded in half and stitched along the
fold to form a section. Multiple sections were
stitched together. This was called the Yamato
binding to indicate its Japanese origins. This form
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

bears an uncanny resemblance to western
signature binding.
After the fourteenth century it began to be
replaced by the pouch binding -Fukuro toji, a
Chinese style of sewn binding that came to replace
all other styles and even today is considered the
most typical Japanese style. The pouch book is
made up of sheets printed on one side, folded in
half with printing on the outside, stacked together
with covers front and back. It is stitched along the
spine- the edge opposite the folds, so that each
double leaves page forms an envelope or pouch
open at the top or bottom. The basic four-hole
binding is the most common form, but there are
other forms including the Kangxi binding, hemp
leaf binding and the tortoise shell binding.
Traditional books were written with brush or
woodblock printed, both requiring a soft absorbent
paper. The fact that ink penetrates into this paper
makes the reverse of the paper unusable. This is
why so much Japanese binding used double leaved
pages.

The Meiji Restoration of 1868 led to rapid
introduction of book production. Metal type uses a
much harder surfaced paper that can be printed
economically by machine so the pouch-bound book
gave way to the western style book with metal type
printing on machine made paper.
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Japanese book binding can be still be used for both
traditional and modern uses, using either Japanese
or western materials.

The inner binding is perhaps the most important
step in making a book; the book will not come apart
if the cover stitching breaks. It also helps the
handling of the book while the stitching is
done. This is done by making two sets of
holes inside the final line of the binding towards the
edge of the book. This is done in Japan with twisted
strings of Japanese paper, koyori, threaded through
the holes, tied once, and pounded. I did try this, but
in the end I used tied linen thread. The cover is then
added and the final stitching completed.
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Jon Tanimura, Travelling Noodle MasterWorkshop
Tim Parry Community Centre, Warrington
Jon Tanimura was born and grew up in Saitama
prefecture in Japan, later moving to California and
New Jersey in the U.S. He learned his udonmaking skills after intensive study in Kagawa
prefecture in Japan, after which he decided to
serve his udon in Australia and then the wider
world. When we heard Jon was in the UK we
decided we really had to arrange a workshop for
this travelling noodle-master.

Jon explains where he learned his skills
Jon was a fascinating raconteur; while preparing
the dough he regaled us with tales about previous
events in France, Australia and other places
around the globe.
He further explained he felt he was spreading
goodwill round the world and creating a “virtuous
circle”- he cooks udon for people, and they spread
the news about udon.

If you would like to read more, please try Kojiro
Ikegami’s book “Japanese Book-Binding”.

Udon noodles are made of water, salt and flour
only. These are mixed to create dough, which can
be kneaded by hand and, “once protected” (by
placing in a plastic bag for example), even by
treading on the dough. Kneading and treading
creates elasticity in the dough.

Article and Photos Sandra McFarlane
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Jon prepared the dough, cut it into noodles, and
cooked it. The Udon noodles were served to
attendees hot and later, after chilling, cold.

Chopping the Noodles

Beautiful noodle-chopping device

You can see Jon on Youtube herehttps://youtu.be/HSqrXDnoTkw
This is his websitehttps://travelingudonmaker.wixsite.com/tanimur
audon

Toppings for the noodles

The finished dish

There were a wide range of toppings to add to the
noodles, which were prepared by Kanae
Takanami (of the JSNW) and friends. These
included:-spring onions; daikon (grated white
radish); grated ginger; vegetable tempura (sweet
potatoes, aubergine, lotus root, carrot, kakiage);
wakame seaweed; edamame; bonito flakes; eggs;
fried onions; sesame seeds; cucumber.
The event was greatly enjoyed by all participants.
This was the “World-travelling Udon Maker” Jon
Tanimura.

Happy and full participants
Article and photos by Nigel Cordon

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Future JSNW/Japanese Cultural Events
“Kintsugi” Talk

Shinenkai!

th

Saturday 8 December

Saturday 12h January

2.30pm to 4pm

7pm to 9pm

Kintsugi is the art of repairing broken pottery with
lacquer dusted or mixed with powered gold.

Please join us to welcome in the New Year with
this delicious buffet menu, prepared by Taka of
Sushi Craft.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Sushi Platter;
Fried Chicken in Teriyaki Sauce;
Tofu Gyoza Dumpling (V);
Miso Mustard Dressing Potato Salad (V);
Breaded Lotus with Curry (V);
Pine Nuts Okonomiyaki (V);
7) Yakisoba Noodle (V);
8) Oden Hotpot (beef, daikon, fish cake,
Events
yam cake in kelp base soup);
9) Green tea crepe with Azuki Beans.

Learn all about kintsugi in this talk by artist and
ture JSNW
sculptor Chris Fittock, who has professionally
restored Meiji period antiques and works
of art for
Future
JSNW
the last 24 years.
Free entry to members, £5 to non-members.
If you wish to attend please e-mail Yuko Howes at
yuko@jsnw.org.uk

Events

£5 to members, £16 to non-members.

If you wish to attend please e-mail our Events
Coordinator, Nigel Cordon, at events@jsnw.org.uk

Venue- Tim Parry Community Centre, Cromdale
Way, Warrington, WA5 3NY

Venue- Tim Parry Community Centre, Cromdale
Way, Warrington, WA5 3NY

Taiko Drumming Workshop
Saturday 23rd March
2.30pm to 4pm
Learn the basics of taiko drumming in this workshop led
by Jared Hardwick from the Tengu School of Taiko.

Details to be confirmed: if you would like to join this
workshop please contact our Events Coordinator, Nigel
Cordon, at events@jsnw.org.uk
Venue- Whittle Hall Community Centre, Lonsdale
Close, Great Sankey, Warrington, WA5 3UA
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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